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Abstract. We propose an automatic synthesis technique to generate
provably correct controllers of stochastic linear dynamical systems for
Signal Temporal Logic (STL) specifications. While formal synthesis
problems can be directly formulated as exists-forall constraints, the
quantifier alternation restricts the scalability of such an approach. We
use the duality between a system and its proof of correctness to
partially alleviate this challenge. We decompose the controller synthesis
into two subproblems, each addressing orthogonal concerns stabilization with respect to the noise, and meeting the STL
specification. The overall controller is a nested controller comprising of
the feedback controller for noise cancellation and an open loop
controller for STL satisfaction. The correct-by-construction
compositional synthesis of this nested controller relies on using the
guarantees of the feedback controller instead of the controller itself. We
use a linear feedback controller as the stabilizing controller for linear
systems with bounded additive noise and over-approximate its ellipsoid
stability guarantee with a polytope. We then use this
over-approximation to formulate a mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) problem to synthesize an open-loop controller that satisfies
STL specifications.

1

Introduction

Cyber-physical systems can be conceptually decomposed into a physical plant
and a controller. The complex interaction between the plant and the controller
often necessitates an hierarchical control. While high-level decisions are
typically made by a supervisory controller, traditional control laws such as PID
control are typically used at low levels. These controllers at different levels are
often designed in isolation, and then plugged into a hierarchical framework to
build an ad hoc implementation that can be evaluated through simulations and
in-the-field experiments. For safety-critical systems, design of such hierarchical
controller often relies on the worst-case characterization of independently
designed controllers in each layer, which leads to overly conservative design
with low performance. This problem is becoming even more acute with the
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growing complexity of cyber-physical systems. Hence, there is a pressing need
for automatic synthesis techniques that can co-design controllers at different
layers in a synergistic way for an optimal yet safe hierarchical control of
cyber-physical systems.
Safety-critical applications of cyber-physical systems necessitate providing
assurance and safety certification of the controllers. Approaches based on
barrier certificates [5, 33] and Lyapunov functions [15] are applicable to proving
stability, asymptotic convergence, and safety of continuous control laws but
their extensions to hierarchical controls and stochastic dynamics is difficult.
Automatic synthesis of controllers from high-level specifications [10, 30, 27, 13]
either in the open-loop setting or model-predictive and reactive setting have
also been studied [35, 12]. These methods ensure that the synthesized
controllers are correct by construction. While these techniques based on mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) have been shown to scale well, they are
limited to linear deterministic dynamics. More recently, extensions to
uncertainty in dynamics and observations have also been proposed [19] using a
chance-constraint programming formulation. But these methods are restricted
to Gaussian noise and use a less scalable semi-definite programming
formulation. Further, these offline synthesis methods try to be robust to
worst-case noise which makes them very conservative. Thus, safe controller
design for high-level temporal properties in presence of noisy dynamics remains
a challenge.
In this paper, we study the problem of synthesizing safe control for linear,
discrete-time plant with bounded disturbance against high-level temporal logic
specifications expressed in signal temporal logic (STL). A natural paradigm for
designing controllers for reach-avoid properties in presence of noise comprises of
designing an open-loop controller ignoring noise, followed by a tracking controller
to drive the trajectory towards the reference trajectory in presence of noise. We
formulate a bottom-up approach to controller synthesis which does not ignore the
interdependencies between the two controllers. We first synthesize a stabilizing
controller to reject noisy disturbances and then use its stability certificate to
formulate a less conservative robust open-loop controller synthesis problem for
STL specifications using MILP. The novel contributions in this paper are as
follows:
– We extend the MILP based controller synthesis approach for signal temporal
logic (STL) specifications to dynamics with bounded noise.
– We present a new approach for nesting controllers that allows composing
correctness guarantee of the low-lever noise-canceling controller during
synthesis, enabling a compositional proof of correctness of the overall
nested controller.
– We experimentally validated the effectiveness of the controller synthesis
approach on a set of case-studies.
We discuss related work and background in Section 2 and Section 3. We
formulate the controller synthesis problem in Section 4. We present the proposed
synthesis approach in Section 5 and experimental evaluation in Section 6.
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Related Work

We briefly discuss related work on formal synthesis of controllers from high-level
specifications, and compare and contrast with our proposed approach.
Synthesis of safe control using reachability analysis has been extensively
studied in literature where the specification is restricted to reach-avoid
properties requiring that a particular target state be reached while avoiding
unsafe states [29, 28, 39]. More recently, safe control optimization techniques
have been developed which allow exploration of control parameter space and
online learning of optimal controller while remaining safe [2, 4]. These
techniques rely on learning probabilistic model of uncertainty either offline or
online at runtime and computation of reachable sets. Our approach is
orthogonal to techniques for estimating or modeling uncertainty, and we focus
on the synthesis of safe control for an additive noise model. The control of
stochastic systems has also been extensively investigated beginning with the
work of Pontryagin [31] and Bellman [3], and extending to more recent
literature [23, 34, 33, 8, 18]. The goal of these techniques is to determine a
control policy that maximizes the probability of remaining within a safe set
during a finite time horizon [1]. In contrast, we consider a bounded noise model
and require deterministic safety with respect to high-level temporal
specifications.
Temporal logic such as linear temporal logic have been used for high-level
specification of goals. Controller design with respect to high-level specifications
for linear dynamics model has been studied in [12, 40, 21, 41], and extended to
polynomial systems [9] and other nonlinear systems using piecewise linear
approximation [42, 16, 6]. The synthesis techniques can be broadly classified
into automata theoretic and constraint-based approaches. Automata theoretic
techniques for controller synthesis from temporal specifications such as LTL are
based on discrete, finite-state and symbolic abstraction of the system. Then,
the solution of a two player game on the abstracted game graph is obtained by
composing the discrete abstraction with a discrete controller. While these
techniques can be used with nonlinear dynamics in principle, the discrete
abstraction severely limits their scalability for high dimensional models. Our
approach is closer to constraint-solving based methods. While extension of
satisfiability solving to deal with continuous dynamics has been studied in
literature [11, 22], we adopt the use of mixed-integer linear programming for
solving the open loop synthesis problem which is sufficient for modeling linear
dynamics. We use signal temporal logic (STL) for specifying the requirements
of the controller. STL has been proposed as an extension of linear temporal
logic for specifying behavior of continuous and hybrid systems [10]. It combines
dense time modalities with numerical predicates over continuous state
variables. Automatic synthesis of controllers from STL properties using mixed
integer linear programming has proved to be an efficient and scalable
approach [35], and more recently, it has been recently extended to
chance-constraints [19, 17, 36]. While these previous extensions require
computationally expensive second order cone programming, we present an
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MILP formulation of STL controller synthesis for linear dynamical system with
additive but bounded noise. Further, we demonstrate the nested controller
synthesis approach that uses an online noise canceling controller in conjunction
with an offline open loop controller. This nested approach leads to less
conservative formulation than a direct offline robust formulation that considers
worst-case noise.
Invariant based methods that rely on generating barrier certificates or
Lyapunov invariants [5, 15] have been also well-studied in literature. Invariant
based control can be combined with other high-performance controllers to
provide guarantees in a Simplex architecture [38]. More recently, it has been
extended to synthesize switching control [24, 32] for a family of dynamical
systems by formulating a finite game graph that consists of the switching
surfaces as the existential nodes and the choices of the dynamics as the
universal nodes. Instead of switching between different modes or two different
controllers, we use the invariant guarantee provided by the noise-canceling
lower-level controller to formulate a nested safe but less conservative open-loop
synthesis problem. Our work is closest to nested controller synthesis
methods [37, 14]. Our approach considers general STL properties and is not
limited to reach avoid properties. Further, we use the guarantee provided by
the low-level controller as a dual to synthesize the nested open loop STL
controller without explicitly composing the two controllers.

3

Preliminaries

We consider a discrete-time linear system Σ of the form
xt+1 = Axt + But + ωt

(1)

where A ∈ Rn×n is the dynamics matrix, xt ∈ X ⊆ Rn is the system state,
B ∈ Rn×m is the control input matrix, ut ∈ U ⊆ Rm is the controller input,
and ωt ∈ D ⊆ Rn is the bounded additive noise disturbance. R denotes the set
of reals, X, U are closed polytopes that represents the set of all possible states
and feasible control inputs. D represents bounded noise, that is,
∀ω ∈ D

ωT M T M ω ≤ Ω 2

(2)

If M is identity, the above is the familiar 2-norm bound. We choose a generic
M -norm since noise in different dimensions may have asymmetric significance.
The set of initial states of the system is denoted by X0 . We denote a sequence
of control inputs u0 , u1 , . . . , uN −1 of length N by uN , and a sequence of noise
disturbances ω0 , ω1 , . . . , ωN −1 of length N by ω N . We say ω N ∈ DN if ωi ∈ D
for i ∈ [0, N − 1], and uN ∈ U N if ui ∈ U for i ∈ [0, N − 1]. Starting from an
initial state x0 ∈ X0 and applying the control inputs uN and noise disturbances
ω N , the horizon-N trajectory of the system x0 u0 , x1 u1 , . . . , xN uN is denoted by
τ (x0 , uN , ω N ).
For specifying the requirements on the controlled dynamical system, we use
signal temporal logic (STL). Let B denotes the set of Boolean values >, ⊥
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denoting true and false respectively. An STL formula can be constructed
recursively using the following grammar:
φ := π µ | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | G[a,b] φ | F[a,b] φ | φ1 U[a,b] φ2
where π µ is an atomic predicate X × U → B whose truth value is determined
by the sign of a signal µ : X × U → R. τ (x0 , uN , ω N ) |= φ denotes that the
trajectory τ (x0 , uN , ω N ) satisfies an STL formula φ. When the arguments are
obvious from context, we also denote it by τ |= φ and τ [i] denotes the i-th
element xi ui in the sequence. Informally, τ |= G[a,b] φ if φ holds at every time
step between a and b. τ |= F[a,b] φ if φ holds at some time step between a and b.
τ |= φ1 U[a,b] φ2 holds if φ1 holds at every time step before φ2 holds and φ2 holds
at some time step between a and b. Formally, the validity of a formula φ with
respect to the run τ is defined inductively as follows:
τ |= φ
τ [tk ] |= π µ

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

τ [0] |= φ
µ(xk , uk ) > 0

τ [tk ] |= ¬φ

⇐⇒

τ [tk ] 6|= φ

τ [tk ] |= φ1 ∧ φ2
τ [tk ] |= G[a,b] φ

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

τ [tk ] |= φ1 ∧ τ [tk ] |= φ2
∀t ∈ [tk + a, tk + b] τ [t] |= φ

τ [tk ] |= F[a,b] φ

⇐⇒

∃t ∈ [tk + a, tk + b] τ [t] |= φ

τ [tk ] |= φ1 U[a,b] φ2

⇐⇒

∃t1 ∈ [tk + a, tk + b] (τ [t1 ] |= φ2
∧∀t2 ∈ [tk + a, t1 ]τ [t2 ] |= φ1 )

Bounded-time STL contains no unbounded temporal operators and the bound
of φ is the maximum over the sum of all nested upper bounds on the trajectory
operators. The bound of φ is a conservative bound on the trajectory length
required to decide its satisfiability.
Typical properties such as reach-avoid can be easily encoded as an STL
formula. For example, if we require a vehicle to reach a particular destination
region while avoiding obstacles. The STL specification for a vehicle starting in
state x0 and reaching Rdest within T time-steps while avoiding obstacles
Robs1 , . . . , Robsk is F[0,T ] Rdest (x) ∧ G[0,T ] (¬Robs1 (x) ∧ . . . ¬ ∧ Robsk (x)). Any
region of interest R (destination or an obstacle) can be approximated using a
union of polytopes, represented by a disjunction of conjunction of linear
constraints. For soundness, the choice of under or over approximation depends
on the region being approximated. For example, one would under-approximate
the destination region while over-approximating the obstacles to ensure that a
feasible trajectory with respect to this approximation can safely reach within
the destination region while avoiding the obstacles. So, we restrict the atomic
predicates in the signal temporal logic formulas to be linear inequalities, that
is, the signals µ are restricted to be linear combinations of state variables and
control inputs.
We use mixed integer linear programming (MILP) encoding of an STL
formula [35]. A variable ztφ is introduced for an STL formula φ with horizon N ,
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and MILP constraints are formulated on this variable such that ztφ = 1 if and
only if φ holds at time t. Let M be sufficiently large and  be sufficiently small,
the MILP constraints corresponding to ztφ can be generated as follows:
not(z, z 0 )

≡ z = 1 − z0
n
n
^
X
≡
(z ≤ zi ) ∧ z ≥
zi − n + 1

and(z, [z1 , . . . , zn ])
or(z, [z1 , . . . , zn ])

≡

i=1
n
^

i=1

(z ≥ zi ) ∧ z ≤

i=1

n
X

zi

i=1

encode(µ(x, u) > 0, t)

≡ µ(xt , ut ) ≤ M ztµ −  ∧ −µ(xt , ut ) ≤ M (1 − ztµ ) − 

encode(¬φ, t)

≡ not(zt¬φ , ztφ ) ∧ encode(φ, t)

encode(φ1 ∧ φ2 , t)

≡ and(ztφ1 ∧φ2 , [ztφ1 , ztφ2 ]) ∧ encode(φ1 , t) ∧ encode(φ2 , t)

encode(φ1 ∨ φ2 , t)

≡ or(ztφ1 ∨φ2 , [ztφ1 , ztφ2 ]) ∧ encode(φ1 , t) ∧ encode(φ2 , t)

encode(G[a,b] φ, t)

≡ and(zt

G[a,b] φ

φ
φ
, [zt+a
. . . zt+b
]) ∧

b
^

encode(φ, t + t0 )

t0 =a
F

φ

φ
φ
. . . zt+b
]) ∧
≡ or(zt [a,b] , [zt+a

encode(F[a,b] φ, t)

b
^

encode(φ, t + t0 )

t0 =a

encode(φ1 U[a,b] φ2 , t)

≡ encode( G[0,a] φ1 ∧ F[a,b] φ2 ∧ F[a,a] (φ1 U φ2 ), t )

encode(φ1 U φ2 , t)

φ1 U φ 2
≡ or(ztφ2 , and(ztφ1 , zt+1
)) ∧ encode(φ1 , t) ∧ encode(φ2 , t)
φ1 U φ 2
φ2
∧ if (t < N ) then encode(φ1 U φ2 , t + 1) else zN
= zN

We also briefly review the linear state feedback control used for stabilizing a
system. Given a system xt+1 = Axt + But , let the feedback controller be given
by ut = −Kxt . The dynamics of the controlled system is given by
xt+1 = (A − BK)xt
This system is stable if and only if the spectral radius of (A − BK) is less than
1, that is, (A − BK) is contracting. The linear stabilizing feedback controller
synthesis problem is to solve the following problem:
∃K ∃P  0 (A − BK)T P (A − BK) ≺ P
Unfortunately, this is not a semi-definite program (SDP) since the matrix
inequality is not linear in the decision variables P and K.

4

Problem Definition

In this section, we formulate the problem of synthesizing safe control for a
stochastic linear dynamical system so that the system satisfies the given STL
specification.
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Controller synthesis problem: Given a system Σ of the form:
xt+1 = Axt + But + ωt with initial state x0 , a high-level signal temporal logic
(STL) specification φ with horizon N , the controller synthesis problem is as
follows:
∃u0 ∀ω0 ∀x1 ∃u1 ∀ω1 ∀x2 . . . ∃uN −1 ∀ωN −1 ∀xN

τ (x0 , uN , ω N ) |= φ

where xt ∈ X, ut ∈ U, ωt ∈ D = {ω | ω T M T M ω ≤ Ω 2 }. The control inputs
are generated by a controller cntlr(x0 , φ, xt , X, U, D) which maps the initial
state, STL specification, and current state to the control input assuming that
the disturbance ωt ∈ D and ensuring that the states xt ∈ X and control inputs
ut ∈ U . We use this controller function for Skolemization and elimination of the
existential quantifiers on the control inputs. The controller synthesis problem
can then be written as an exists-forall problem.:
∃cntlr ∀ω0 ∀x1 ∀ω1 ∀x2 . . . ∀ωN −1 ∀xN τ (x0 , uN , ω N ) |= φ where xt ∈ X, ut ∈ U,
ut = cntlr(x0 , φ, xt , X, U, D), xt+1 = Axt + But + ωt , ωtT M T M ωt ≤ Ω 2

(3)

Instead of requiring the controller to have to store the entire history of states
and the noise, we have restricted the controller cntlr to generate a control
input using only the current state, the initial state and the STL specification,
in addition to the sets X, U and D. The goal is to synthesize such a controller
which can satisfy the STL specification even in presence of noise.

X, U, D

x0

φ

Controller

ut

xt

Plant
xt+1 = Axt + But + ωt

Fig. 1. Controller has access to the STL specification φ to be satisfied, an initial
state x0 of the system, the bounding sets X, U and D. It continuously receives the
current state xt of the system. It produces control inputs ut which can be computed
offline (for example, in open-loop control), online (for example, in feedback control)
or a combination of offline and online (for example, in nested control presented in
Section 5). The presence of noise ωt makes completely offline safe control synthesis
very conservative as the synthesis algorithm has to consider worst-case accumulative
effect of noise.

5

Controller Synthesis

We first describe over-approximation of elliptical bounds on the noise that will
Ω
be used in controller synthesis. Given DM
= ω T M T M ω ≤ Ω 2 which restricts
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the noise in an ellipse, we can over approximate this ellipse using hyperboxes
that are axis-parallel or parallel to orthogonal3 eigenvectors (sketched for two
dimensions in Figure 2). We construct an over-approximation of possible
Ω
disturbances OA(M, Ω) ⊇ DM
by taking the intersection of the two
over-approximations.
Q
B

A

R
Eigenvectors: Major and
minor axes

P
C

D

Axis Parralel

S
Ω
Fig. 2. Given an elliptical DM
in two dimensions defined by ω T M T M ω ≤ Ω 2 , ABCD
Ω
is the axis parallel hyperbox PM over-approximating the ellipse. The eigenvectors of the
Ω
ellipse correspond to the major and minor axes of the ellipse. P QRS is the hyperbox EM
Ω
Ω
over-approximating the ellipse by bounding the eigenvectors. OA(M, Ω) = PM ∩ EM
is the polytope corresponding to the intersection of these two hyperboxes represented
by the conjunction of linear constraints of both hyberboxes.

Before presenting the nested controller synthesis approach, we discuss two
straightforward solutions to the the synthesis problem by direct application of
standard control theoretic techniques.
Open loop robust controller. The synthesis problem can be solved using a
robust controller that considers the worst-case noise and synthesizes control
with respect to it for the given horizon N . This method aims at jointly
addressing the satisfiability of the mission specification in STL and robustness
with respect to bounded noise without decomposing the problem. The
following mixed-integer linear constraints formulate the finite horizon open
loop robust controller synthesis problem:
∀t ∈ [0, N ] xt+1 = Axt + But + ωt
encode(φ, 0), ω ∈ OA(M, Ω), x ∈ X, u ∈ U
where encode is MILP encoding of the specification φ, OA(M, Ω) is the
polytope overapproximation of the disturbance set D, and X, U are
conjunction of linear constraints restricting the states and control inputs to
allowed polytopes. Consequently, the state at time t in the above formulation is
3

Eigenvectors are orthogonal since M T M is symmetric
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given by xt = At x0 + (At−1 Bu0 + At−2 Bu1 + . . . + But ) + (At−1 ω0 + At−2 ω1
+ . . . + ωt ). This considers the worst-case noise irrespective of the actual noise
experienced at runtime and consequently leads to very conservative controller
design.
Tracking controller. The second alternative is to decompose the synthesis
problem by first ignoring the noise and synthesizing an open-loop controller to
satisfy the STL specification. At runtime, a tracking controller can be used to
ensure that the system tracks the noise-free state trajectory corresponding to
the open-loop controller synthesis problem. The open loop controller is
synthesized by solving the following mixed integer linear program:
∀t ∈ [0, N ] xt+1 = Axt + But
encode(φ, 0), x ∈ X, u ∈ U
The satisfiable solution to these linear constraints yield xt and ut for t ∈ [0, N ].
Once we have these reference signals, we use the standard pole placement method
to design a feedback controller that tracks this reference. In practice, solving
the feasibility problem corresponding to the linear program yields borderline
solutions which just barely satisfy the constraints. This is the consequence of
search methods used to solve these problems. This makes it even more difficult
to design tracking controller which prevents the trajectory from failing the STL
specification in presence of noise.
Nested controller. While a closed loop solution is needed to be not overly
conservative, we also require it to have correctness guarantees similar to the
open loop robust controller. We accomplish this by first designing a noise
stabilizing controller and then using its robustness guarantees to synthesize the
open loop control inputs that robustly satisfies the STL. In rest of this section,
we describe this two step design of nested controller in detail:
Feedback
Controller:
Given
the
linear
dynamical
system
xt+1 = Axt + Buft b + ωt and a linear feedback stabilization controller
uft b = −Kxt , the deviation from the reference trajectory is given by
ref
xt+1 − xref
t+1 = (A − BK)(xt − xt ) + ωt

We need to find K such that A − BK is stable. While this problem of stabilizing
linear systems can be solved using a variety of control theoretic methods, this
choice is orthogonal to the nested control approach proposed in this paper. We
use pole placement approach [20] similar to the tracking controller and ensure
that the poles lie in the left half plane. This guarantees that A − BK is stable
and the spectral radius ρ(A − BK) < 1.
Lemma 1. Given a feedback control matrix K that stabilizes A − BK, the
transform
A − BK
is
a
contracting
transform
and
∀d dT (A − BK)T M T M (A − BK)d ≤ dT M T M d.
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While this contraction could be provided as a stability guarantee to be used
by the open loop controller synthesis in the second step, we can further refine
this guarantee by considering a new shape of the ellipsoid invariant that
ensures maximum contraction due to the feedback controller K. This
refinement of guarantee is important for obtaining less conservative yet correct
open loop controller. The following semidefinite programming problem yields
the optimal shape M 0 and the corresponding contraction rate κ.
min κ subject to (A − BK)T M 0T M 0 (A − BK)  κ2 M 0T M 0

M 0 ,κ

Lemma 2. Given a feedback control matrix K that stabilizes A − BK and the
solution of the above optimization problem M 0 , κ, ∀d dT (A−BK)T M 0T M 0 (A−
BK)d ≤ κ2 dT M 0T M 0 d.
Noise reshaping: We solve the following optimization problem to reshape the
bounds on the noise to conform to optimum shape discovered above.
min
Ω 0 subject to ∀d dT M T M d ≤ Ω 2 ⇒ dT M 0T M 0 d ≤ Ω 02
0
Ω

The implication between quadratic constraints allow the use of S-lemma [7] to
formulate a semidefinite programming formulation. After we have obtained the
bound Ω 02 , we can extend the guarantee provided by the feedback controller for
t timesteps as given in Theorem 1. The proof of theorem follows from Lemma 2
and the repeated use of triangular inequality.
Theorem 1. Given a feedback control matrix K that stabilizes A − BK, the
optimal shape and bound of stabilization guarantee M 0 , κ and corresponding noise
ref
T
0T
0
bound Ω 0 , the state xt at time step t satisfies (xt − xref
t ) M M (xt − xt ) ≤
S(κ, t)Ω 0 where κ < 1 since K stabilizes A−BK and S(κ, t) = (1+κ2 +. . .+κt ).
In solving for the feedback controller K, we did not have to fix the reference
trajectory and as long as we use this feedback controller at runtime with
uf b = −K(xt − xref
t ), Theorem 1 guarantees the upper bound on possible
deviation from any chosen reference trajectory xref . We will use this guarantee
in synthesizing the open loop STL controller uopen and selecting the
corresponding xref . The stabilization certificate provided by the feedback
control synthesis step to the open loop control synthesis step is a triplet
(M 0 , Ω 0 , κ).
STL Controller: Figure 3 summarizes the overall synthesis approach and
illustrates how the runtime control ut is obtained by adding the open loop
control input and the feedback control input. We recall the Equation 3 that
summarizes the exists-forall formulation of the controller synthesis problem,
and decompose the controller into two controllers. The first controller is an
open loop controller that lays a reference trajectory while the second controller

Duality-Based Nested Controller Synthesis
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(M, Ω)
A, B

Stabilizing Controller Synthesis
Stabilization 0 0
Certificate M , Ω , κ
Open loop Controller Synthesis

X, U

x0

φ
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K
xref
t

uopen
t

ut =
− K(xt − xref
t )

uopen
t

ut
Plant
xt+1 = Axt + But + ωt

Fig. 3. Nested Controller for STL satisfaction in presence of noise. The stabilizing
controller uses the noise bound D to find the required feedback controller K and obtain
corresponding stability guarantee. The open loop controller synthesis only relies on the
stability guarantee provided by the stabilizing feedback controller.

is the feedback controller described earlier to stabilize against noise.
∃cntlrf b ∃cntlropen ∀ω0 ∀x1 ∀ω1 ∀x2 . . . ∀ωN −1 ∀xN τ (x0 , uN , ω N ) |= φ
ref
uft b = cntlrf b (xt , xref
= cntlropen (x0 , φ, X, U, cntlrf b )
t , D), ut
Ω
where xt ∈ X, ut = uref
+ uft b ∈ U, ωt ∈ DM
, xt+1 = Axt + But + ωt
t

Instead of generating the open loop controller taking into account the feedback
controller, we use duality to only require the stabilization guarantee (M 0 , Ω 0 , κ)
to be available to the feedback controller. This guarantee can be used to
eliminate the forall quantification over noise in the above formulation, and
using Theorem 1, we obtain the following:
∃cntlropen ∀x1 ∀x2 . . . ∀xN τ (x0 , uN , ω N ) |= φ
0S(κ,t)Ω 0

uref
= cntlropen (x0 , φ, X, U, M 0 , Ω 0 , κ), (xt − xref
t
t ) ∈ DM

where xt ∈ X, ut = uref
+ uft b ∈ U, xt+1 = Axt + But + ωt
t
Finally, we use the polytope approximation OA(M 0 , S(κ, t)Ω 0 ) of the
0S(κ,t)Ω 0
elliptical constraint DM
as described earlier to obtain the following MILP
program that solves the open loop controller synthesis problem using the
stability guarantee of the feedback controller:
ref
ref
0
0
∀t ∈ [0, N ] xref
t+1 = Axt + But , (xt − xt ) ∈ OA(M , S(κ, t)Ω )

encode(φ, 0), xt ∈ X, ut = uref
− K(xt − xref
t
t )∈U
The following theorem summarizes the soundness of the proposed approach to
synthesize nested controller.
Theorem 2. Given a dynamical system xt+1 = Axt + But + ωt with bounds
on state, control and noise (X, U, D), if the MILP formulation of the synthesis
fb
problem is feasible and finds a controller ut = uref
t +ut , then the system starting
at x0 satisfies the STL specification φ even in the presence of bounded noise.

xt
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6

Case Studies

In this section, we present three case-studies to demonstrate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the proposed approach to synthesize nested controller. All
experiments were conducted on 8-core 2.8GHz Intel R Xeon R CPU with 16GB
RAM using Matlab R . The first case-study involves controlling a vehicle moving
in a map with obstacles. The second case-study is on smart grid control
adapted from [26], and the third is indoor climate control case-study [25, 35].
6.1

Case Study 1: Simple vehicle model

In this case study, we consider a robot that is expected to navigate in a 2dimensional grid. The dynamics in each dimension, x and y, is given by a simple
double integrator model. It starts at the bottom left corner and is required to
reach the top right corner within 10 time units. The robot must avoid the two
obstacles shown as red rectangles in in Fig. 4. This requirement can be captured
by the corresponding signal temporal logic property F[0,10] (24 ≤ xt ≤ 25 ∧ 24 ≤
yt ≤ 25)∧G[0,10] (¬(0 ≤ xt ≤ 19∧21 ≤ yt ≤ 25)∧¬(16 ≤ xt ≤ 25∧10 ≤ yt ≤ 15)).
The control input to the model is the acceleration. The bounded noise ω is given
by an uniform distribution between 0.2 and -0.2 added to the x and y dimensions
of the position.
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(a) Reference trajectory of STL controller
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(b) Tracking controller is not safe

Fig. 4. The open loop STL controller synthesis results into barely satisfying trajectory
and the tracking controller is unable to prevent the vehicle from colliding with the
obstacles. The obstacles are shown in red and the final destination region in green.

Figure 4(a) shows the trajectory of the robot obtained by an open loop
STL controller in a noise-free environment. The resulting trajectory of the robot
correctly satisfies the specification; however, there is little tolerance for error in
the trajectory as it almost grazes past one of the obstacles. This is a consequence
of how constraint solvers work in general. MILP solvers are good at finding a
satisfying instance for given set of constraints but they are likely to find barely
satisfying instances than robustly satisfying trajectories. In fact, the introduction
of noise ω into the robot dynamics causes the robot to crash into one of the
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obstacles, as shown in Figure 4(b). A traditional tracking controller fails to
safely follow the reference trajectory in presence of noise.
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(b) Proposed nested controller

Fig. 5. Robust controller with reduced noise is able to synthesize a safe controller for
relaxed specification – the uncertainty region illustrates the conservativeness of the
robust controller synthesis method. It fails to solve the original problem. The nested
controller is able to generate a safe controller even in the presence of noise.

The offline robust controller synthesis does not find a feasible safe controller.
So, we relax the specification to F[0,5] (13 ≤ xt ≤ 15∧13 ≤ yt ≤ 15)∧G[0,5] (¬(0 ≤
xt ≤ 19 ∧ 21 ≤ yt ≤ 25) ∧ ¬(16 ≤ xt ≤ 25 ∧ 10 ≤ yt ≤ 15)) requiring the
vehicle to reach the unit square region around 15, 15 instead of 25, 25. We also
reduced the noise to 0.1. We plot the resultant trajectory and the bounds on
the uncertainty region around the trajectory in Figure 5. This illustrates how
the robust controller conservatively models noise during offline synthesis and
fails to find a safe controller for the original specification. The proposed nested
controller synthesis approach can find a safe controller in 8min 39s for the original
specification and the noise model, and a significant fraction of this runtime (3m
46s) is spent in formulating the MILP problem.
6.2

Case Study 2: Smart Grid Control

Our second case study is the smart grid model described in [26]. Each grid area
contains a turbine, a generator and a governor. An automatic generation control
(AGC) regulates the grid frequency using a proportional integral control. The
AGC also ensures that the net interchange power between neighboring areas is
maintained at predefined values. The Area Control Error (ACE) measures the
difference between the predefined and actual electrical generation within an area
while compensating for frequency differences. The system is described using a
13×13 dimensional A matrix and a 12×4 dimensional B matrix with two sources
of noise and two control inputs. Our controller synthesizes both the control inputs
while responding to changes in both sources of noise. Our model also requires
that the magnitude of the control input to the system stay bounded by 0.6 and
should evolve slowly with no more than a difference of 0.2 between two control
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inputs. A specification of interest is to ensure that the absolute value of the ACE
falls below 0.1 within 60 time units. A tracking controller is unable to satisfy
the specification, as shown in Figure 6(a). We synthesize a nested STL-feedback
controller for holding the absolute value of ACE below 0.1 against perturbations
in the area-wise power demand. The synthesis of nested controller took 11m 28s.
Figure 6(b) shows that the nested controller satisfies the specification despite
the noise.

(a) Tracking controller

(b) Nested controller

Fig. 6. Tracking controller is unable to maintain safety while the proposed nested
controller keeps the system safe even in the presence of noise.

6.3

Case Study 3: Indoor Climate Control

Indoor climate control is a well-studied benchmark [25, 35] against which
controllers have been designed using STL specifications. In this benchmark, a
building with 4 rooms is modeled using a resistor-capacitor network. The rate
of change of temperature of the ith room depends on the difference between the
temperature of this room and its neighboring rooms, the air flow into the
room, the heat dissipation from windows, and the heat noise within the room
from biological and electro-mechanical entities. While the original system is
nonlinear, Euler’s discretization method can be used to obtain a linear
discrete-time system. We use such a linearization presented in [25] and also use
their additive uncertainty model. The specification for controller synthesis is to
“maintain a comfortable room temperature whenever the room is occupied”.
Formally, the specification can be written as a persistence STL property
F[0,Tsettle ] G[0,Tmax ] (Tt
>
72 + δ ∧ Tt
<
72 − δ) where
Tsettle = 250, Tmax = 500, δ = 0.1 in our experiments. Figure 7 shows the
results obtained using the tracking controller synthesis and the nested
controller synthesis method proposed in the paper. The synthesis of nested
controller took 14m 24s. While the tracking controller is unable to satisfy the
specification, the synthesized nested controller performs well in presence of
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runtime noise. Figure 7(b) shows a sample run of the system with the
synthesized nested controller.

(a) Tracking Controller

(b) Nested controller

Fig. 7. Indoor Climate Controller with the persistence specification to reach a target
temperature zone and stay within it. Nested controller is able to satisfy the specification
while tracking controller cannot do so. The robust control synthesis could not generate
a controller to keep the temperature within the tight bounds in the specification.

7

Conclusion

We proposed a novel approach to generate provably correct controllers of
stochastic linear dynamical systems for STL specifications. Our approach
decomposes the synthesis problem into orthogonal subproblems of meeting the
STL specification, and noise-cancellation. It uses the duality between a system
and its proof of correctness to compose their solutions and construct a safe
nested controller. We first synthesize a stabilizing controller to reject noise at
runtime, and then use its stability guarantee to formulate a less conservative
robust open-loop controller synthesis problem for STL specifications using
mixed integer linear programming. We experimentally validated the
effectiveness of the proposed controller synthesis approach on a set of
case-studies, and compared it with robust and tracking control methods. The
proposed nested controller is less conservative than robust controllers, and is
guaranteed to maintain safety in contrast to tracking controllers. In future
work, we are investigating extensions to parametric systems where the
guarantee from identical individual controllers for sub-systems can be used to
synthesize a higher-level supervisory safe controller.
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